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Note
This publication about Paxton soils was published in 1963 and many of the modern concepts of the series has changed. The document was converted to electronic format to provide historical information about this important soil. Comments in this document are made by Jim Turenne, Assistant State Soil Scientist for RI (2007) other comments can be added by sending an E-mail to jim.turenne@ri.usda.gov. Special thanks to Michelle Marasco for converting this document to electronic format.
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Note
Paxton soils are now the Official State Soil of Massachusetts for more info visit:http://nesoil.com/images/paxton.htm
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Note
This compact layer is know called lodgement till (designated using a Cd horizon).
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Note
Paxton soils are no longer recognized as having a fragipan (Bx) although there has been much debate. The platy structure in the Cd is now thought to be geo-genic and not pedogenic.The solum (A and B horizons) of Paxton soils are now considered to be an eolian mantle or cap overlying the dense (Cd) lodgement till.
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Note
Over 25,000 acres (not including the urban-land complex) of Paxton soils are mapped in the 1981 Soil Survey of Rhode Island. This may change if the soils are updated to what has now been called the Montauk series (sandier Cd horizon).
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Note
Paxton soils are now classified as: Coarse-loamy, mixed, active, mesic Oxyaquic Dystrudepts.
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Note
B2 horizons are now Bw horizons.
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Note
A2 horizons are now E horizons.
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Note
The solum (A and Bw horizons) of Paxton soils are now considered to be an eolian (wind-blown) mantle, the 2Cd horizon is the lodgement till material.
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Note
Those "For" the three deposits were correct - eolian - upper till - lower till.
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